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Abstract:   
 
This presentation offers a case study of how one library’s assessment of data 
gathered from its public service desk led to changes and improvements in service.  
The William H. Hannon Library at Loyola Marymount University (LMU) recorded all of 
the questions and answers asked at its Information Desk from Fall 2009 to the 
present using the Gimlet (http://gimlet.us) electronic question tracking system. A 
content analysis was performed on the data that led to advancements in signage and 
a new knowledge base of FAQ’s.  In addition, new services were implemented 
related to technology and research that addressed user needs. 

 

 
Introduction 
 
It is important for libraries to systematically evaluate and monitor their services to 
insure that they respond to the changing needs and demands of users.  One way to 
do this is through the recording of day-to-day transactions at a public service desk.   
RUSA (2008)  states that “simple tallies of reference transactions, collected daily or 
sampled, can be interpreted to describe patterns of use and demand for reference 
services.”   

Historically, reference questions have been used to determine appropriate hours 
of reference service and appropriate staffing at the reference desk during specific 
hours of the day (RUSA, 2008).  In addition, “libraries are creating frequently asked 
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questions (FAQ) databases on the basis of their history of reference questions” 
(Covey, 86).  Data collection is less difficult and time-consuming with the advent of 
online data collection and analysis tools like Gimlet.  Electronic question tracking 
systems allow for automatic recording of many inputs such as date and time of day, 
and sophisticated reporting options make analysis of the data easier.  Todorinova, 
Huse, Lewis, & Torrence (2011) noted that “many libraries are still learning the value 
and effectiveness of recording statistics electronically (p. 37).   

Using data to affect change should be part of the mission of any evidence-based 
library; in particular the “…needs of patrons are important measures of the quality 
and impact of reference services” (RUSA, 2008).  Measuring patron behavior is more 
direct than measuring perceived satisfaction or perceived gaps in service.  It leads to 
the uncovering of frequent or unexpected patron questions and patterns.  The data 
gathering process can ultimately lead to proactive changes in services or resources 
that answer the needs of the users.   

This presentation offers a case study of examples from one library’s information desk 
“Question and Answer” analyses resulting in changes or improvements in service.  
Loyola Marymount University’s (LMU) William H. Hannon Library, located in Los 
Angeles, CA, records all of the questions and answers asked at its Information Desk 
using the Gimlet (http://gimlet.us) question tracking system. Gimlet is a web-based 
tool we license for a monthly fee of $10 that offers unlimited staff user accounts and 
a searchable knowledge base of our data. 

Each academic year, the desk activity recorded in Gimlet is reviewed and a content 
analysis is performed on selected data.  Some of the data featured in this 
presentation was obtained by using the Simple Concordance Program 
(http://textworld.eu/scp) open source software to get word counts on all 
question/answers within a broader category.  Other data featured was obtained 
through a random sample analyzed in the Statistical Packages for the Social 
Sciences (SPSS) for frequencies, relationships, and standardized residuals.  In two 
cases, we followed up on the data by soliciting additional user input through a survey 
and through usability testing.  This presentation illustrates how one library used data 
from its users to drive change; these examples can inspire similar kinds of analysis 
at other libraries. 
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Directional Signage 

 

  

 

 

A content analysis was run on directional questions asked at the Information 
Desk during the 2009/2010 academic year and subsequent years. 
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Within each broad category, such as “Library Building,” we broke it down by 
word frequency. 
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We created PowerPoint slides for the frequent directional queries and saved 
as a jpeg file on a flash drive. 

The flash drive was placed in a Nix X15A - 15" digital photo frame at several 
public service desks. Each frame features a backlit LCD screen that plays a 
rotating slideshow, with the option to add music or video.  You can edit the 
slides as patron needs change. 
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Building a New FAQ Knowledge Base 
 
 

 
 

We continued to isolate word frequencies for each category of questions to 
create a FAQ list. 
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We entered the FAQ Questions and Answers into LibAnswers (a subscription 
product from Springshare) to build an online knowledge base. 
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 Usability testing revealed some problems with the LibAnswers page, so we 
integrated it into our “Get Help” page as a front-end search widget. 
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New Technical Services 

  

Technology questions were broken out by word frequency.  It was discovered 
that there was demand for a scanner and a color printer; and frequent 
questions about computer availability. 
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A voluntary survey on scanning preferences was opened to all LMU 
students.  87 students participated. 
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The survey results revealed that most students wanted to scan documents rather 
than books.  They wanted color scanning, a document sheet feeder, and ease of 
use.  To meet these needs, we purchased the EpsonGT-2500 with one-touch 
scanning and placed it at the Information Desk. 
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We also purchased a Ricoh color printer and placed it in the 
Information Commons. 
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Our Information Technology Specialist for the Library, Burney Wong, 
created an online computer availability map to display at the Information 
Desk.  She used Wix.com to create and host the web page because its 
editor is flexible enough to drag and drop components to any space of 
the page. The LabMap itself was created from our LabStats program, 
which tracks the computer usage for any space.  LabStats, from 
Computer Solutions, allows you to create maps based on the 
computers managed by the system.   The map editor runs on 
SilverLight. 
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A more recent analysis of the 2011-2012 academic year technical question tags 
revealed that students asked about how to access software that we already owned; 
how to switch operating systems to get to the Windows side; and how to recover lost 
work. 
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Burney Wong, IT Specialist for the Library, created a new desktop image for all of the 
computers that raises awareness about the danger of losing work.  The image also 
explains how to get to software on both the Mac and Windows dual-boot platforms 
and how to switch between operating systems.  
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New Reference Services 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reference question cross tab analysis led us to discover that Business 
students asked longer and more difficult questions than students from 
other areas. 
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 Patrons asked the questions mostly on Mondays and Tuesdays.
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In response, the Business Librarian began piloting a satellite roving 
reference service at the School of Business on Tuesdays and staffing the 
Information Desk on Mondays. 

All of the roving librarians also began “checking into” their roving location 
through Foursquare and a synced Twitter account.  The Foursquare check-in 
announcements get published or “pushed” to all Subject LibGuides and the 
Library’s “Get Help” page via twitter feeds. 
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Finally, an analysis of the most frequent subject areas and databases represented 
at the Information Desk will lead to new, targeted workshops on several 
databases. 
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Conclusion 

Analyzing Gimlet data from our information desk transactions helped LMU’s William 
H. Hannon Library uncover the real story behind recurring directional, technical, and 
reference user needs.   Our data gathering led to advancements and more informed 
decision-making applied to the following new services or resources:  

• digital signage with rotating PowerPoint slides to aid directional queries  
• a new FAQ knowledge base through the LibAnswers subscription service  
• a new color printer, scanner, and online computer availability map  
• a new desktop image for the computers  
• a new targeted satellite roving reference service 
• plans for research workshops on the most heavily used databases 

This paper adds to the growing body of literature citing examples of the impact of 
user data and how the data can be used to make improvements in services.  
Recording transactions from a public service desk is easier with the advent of 
electronic tracking systems such as Gimlet. Once basic information about whom is 
asking what kinds of questions and how and when they are answered is recorded, 
the data can be analyzed on a continuing basis to assess user behavior and 
demands over time.  Our case study is intended to encourage other libraries to 
undertake similar kinds of analyses, leading them to make more user-driven 
decisions.   
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